
 
 

New Electric BBQ Guidelines 

Welcome to our new electric BBQ, purchased January 2013 due to Council regulations of 

no gas allowed on premises. Using an electric BBQ is different from gas so please find 

below some guidelines. 

 We have provided an extension cord for you to run through the playroom window 

as the PowerPoint is located near the dress up corner wall. Ensure the cord is run 

along the shelf not the floor. 

 Do not let the cord touch the BBQ as it could melt  

 The BBQ will take up to 20 mins to heat up so we encourage you to turn it on and 

leave hood down for 20 minutes before you place your items on it. 

 You leave the hood DOWN all the time when cooking on electric BBQ. 

 Leaving the hood up or opening it constantly will mean a longer cooking time. 

Leaving hood down means even cooking of your food. 

 Never allow temperature to operate in red zone of dial face – turn down or off. 

 When moving the grease tray you shift BBQ away from the wall as the tray slides 

backwards from underneath.   

 Cleaning is required after each use is required – allow 15 minutes : 

-  Remove grease tray, plate and grill and wash them in warm soapy water in the kitchen. 

You can use a bristle brush and detergent provided. 

-  Wipe the inside of the hood and outside with a warm soap cloth. 

-  Dry off with tea towel and restore all elements. 

-  Never use Wire wool pads, brushes, scouring materials, bleaches 

 or harsh chemicals 

 Refer to the BBQ Manual enclosed – additional copy located in drawer in kitchen. 

 The BBQ when on must never left be unattended and do not allow children around 

the BBQ 

 Any issues email parties@lnsp.com.au 

 If the BBQ is not cleaned your bond will be retained as we will need to use that 

to pay our cleaner to do this for you. 
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